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ABSTRACT

The digital cartographic or topographic database is often the digital

version of topographic maps and other data sources. It serves as the spring

board for many national or regional cartographic and GIS analysis. The

availability of efficient, accurate and up-to-date cartographic database will

avoid duplication of digitizing, facilitates building of thematic databases

and exchange of data. Realizing the importance of a standardized digital

cartographic database this paper will discuss the development and future

prospect of the technique of the digital cartography at the Ethiopian Mapping

Authority [BMA] .

I. WHY DIGITAL TECHNIQUE

1. DIGITAL MAPPING AND SOCIO-ECONOMY

Mapping is an historical and social activity and maps

represent not only social ideas but, first of all, they exists as

material objects, made and used by humans and members of

society.

Human beings have always depended on natural resources and

these resources have thus been their life support. For wise use

and proper management of the natural resources proper and well

organized spatial information is required. For this reason human

beings have used geographic information from the early stage of

development.

In the last three decades rapid development has taken place

in digital cartography which at its early stages was known as

computer - assisted cartography or automated cartography. But it

was in the last 15 years that rapid developments have taken place

in some related fields like hardware, software, remote sensing,

GPS and information technology which facilitated the creation of

cartographic/topographic databases. The database is being used as

a base for the analysis of spatial information for socio-economic

development.

Planning for development is not possible without uptodate,

accurate, and reliable spatial information. Decision makers are

relying increasingly on digital information, including maps, by

which the desired information can be provided in a timely and

relativelly inexpensive way. For a country, like Ethiopia,

current and accurate information is a sine-qua-non for socio-

economic planning.
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1 THE BASIC MAPPING SCALES [1:50,000 and 1:250,000]

The production of 1:250,000 scale maps was completed between

1963 and 1970 based on aerial photography. The whole country is

covered by 75 sheets. The sheet size is 1° * l°05' with a contour

interval of 100m. They are printed in five colours. A revision

programme has been started.

The production of 1:50,000 was started in 1971. The printed

maps are in six colors with a contour interval of 20m and a sheet

size 15'*15'. Of the total expected national coverage 1580 sheets

only 600 sheets have been printed ( Mats Dahlberg: a Proposed

Program at EMA, 1995). None of these sheets have been revised.

The reason why the 1:50,000 production is not yet completed

is because of the very time-consuming traditional methods of

production. However the introduction of computer technology,

digital methods and hardware, software like SOSMAP and ARC/INFO

software at the photogrametry and cartography departments is

speeding up production .

2.2 CLASSICAL VERSUS MODERN DIGITAL MAPPING TECHNOLOGIES

Previously the collection, storage, and analysis of natural

resources data was slow and costly. The advancement of computer

technology has helped the development of digital mapping and the

appropriate way of data collection, storage, and analysis is

being realized in the geoinformation production. The most

important advantages of digital mapping over the conventional

methods include :-

- Data usage in a very flexible way;

- Saving in time, material, and energy;

- Wider choice of colors, line types, and line

weights;

- Free choice of map size and scale;

- continuous data updating and storage;

- Rationalization of map revision .

The current digital mapping process at EMA involves three

major steps; data capture, data processing and information

presentation.
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Digital data capture is carried out using the following
methods and devices:

Method Devices:

Manual digitizing -coordinate entry via keyboard,

-digitizing table with cursor mouse

Photogrammetric data

capture

-analytical plotters

-PC-based upgraded analogue

equipment (to analytical)

Input of available

digital data

-key board;

-CD ROM;

-floppy disk;

-magnetic tape;

The sources of data input are existing maps, satellite

imagery, orthophotos, rectified photographs, GPS data and other
related documents.

In addition to conventional methods, photogrammetric data
capture and input at EMA is currently performed with the use of

PC-based upgraded analogue equipment and analytical stereo

plotters. Remote sensing image processing and data input is

mainly done using ERDAS IMAGINE software and GPS is also being

applied for control survey for various map production.

2.3 THE STANDARDS

The standard in this context refers to the rule or

convention of specifications used in the methods of data capture,

manipulation, analysis, exchange of data, and production line

applied. Thus it is an accepted convention or specifications of
uniformity to the spatial information systems.

I. Standards of Data Input, Manipulation and Presentation.

The systematic approach to the above mentioned data input
and data quality control methods needs certain standards for

further data manipulation and presentation. Standards are,

therefore, needed in data structure, format, data dictionary,

accuracy, definition of features, classification, database

creation, symbol design and map layout.
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2. .Data Exchange standards

Digital data exchange refers to the transfer of data

between or among different information systems. The reason why it

is important to exchange digital data is that digital geographic

data is expensive to capture and accordingly it is more
economical to exchange captured data among government

organizations and cooperating partners to save time, energy and

money. For the digital data exchange a standardized data exchange

software is needed. Data exchange in our organization is carried
out through the network system with a standardized software.

II. THE CURRENT DEVELOPMENT OF DIGITAL CARTOGRAPHY AT THE EMA.

Digital cartography at the EMA has made good progress during
the short period since its introduction. It is supported by

trained staff, who are specialists in digital mapping, and the

necessary hardware and software.

1 Introduction of new technology.

The introduction of digital cartography started with the
acquisition of PC-ARC/INFO software and basic training was

initially gained by staff on the application of this software

software in digital mapping process.

Later training in digital mapping with SOSMAP software and

ARC/INFO under UNIX environment was also widely given to staff

for about two to three months. The digital cartography is carried
out using the following hardware and software:-

Hardware:

1) Five pc - computers;

SOSMAP workstation - on three pc commuters

PC ARC/INFO workstation - on one pc computer

ARC/INFO under UNIX workstation -one computer

2) Four - standardized digitizers;

Two of these to SOSMAP workstation

One to pc ARC/INFO workstation

One to ARC/INFO under UNIX workstation

3) One designjet plotter - to all workstations.

Software:

1) SOSMAP

2) ARC/INFO in PC environment

3) ARC/INFO (ver.7.0) under UNIX operating system

4) ATLAS GIS
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2 Production in Digital Cartography

a)The 1:250,000 map series

The production and analysis of digital data is being done

with the SOSMAP and ARC/INFO softwars . The first step taken

before starting to build the cartographic databases was the

creation of a map menu and feature codes for the selected map

scale and to digitize the map with the SOSMAP software . The

digitized map can be revised when the field work/completion is

completed. After map menu preparation and -symbol design was

completed, the digital production of sample maps {sample project

Yabello 1:250,000) was carried out with the following procedures.

1) Design of the work plan

2) Preparation of the document

3) Specification of memory space

4) Orientation of the map and printed menu

5) Digitizing of the features according to the selected

code from the oriented menu

6) Corrective editing

7) Converting the SOSMAP files into ARC/INFO files

8) Editing the data and creating topology

9) Cartographic symbol and map layout design
(cartographic visualization)

b) The 1:50,000 map series

The spatial data of the unmapped area of Affar was captured

from photographs using SOSMAP software at the photogrametry

department. With the coordinated efforts of the photogrametry and

cartography departments the captured data was imported through

the network at the cartography department .for cartography work.

The imported data was a continuous blocks of sheets, without edge

demarcation (seamless).

A single sheet was extracted from the continuous blocks of

sheets. To the extracted sheet a legend and map frame were added

by creating a wide mapbase origin including the details mapbase

origin because the details map base origin created at the

photogrametry department could not be modified or expanded to add

features for the legends. In addition, checking and editing of

the geographic features was carried out after the plot map was

produced and oriented on the digitizer (pilot project block67

sheet 114la3 1:50,000).
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3. DATA QUALITY CONTROL

All geographic data contain some degree of errors. The most

important sources of error (after Aronoff 1989) are:

Processing

Step

Data Capture

Data entry-

Data Storage

Data

Manipulation

Data output

Use of

results

Error Source

-Errors in field data capture

-Errors in maps that are used as data

sources

-Errors in remotely sensed data

-Inaccuracies introduced during digitizing

by the operators or the hardware

-Inaccuracies inherent in the object

-Insufficient numerical accuracy

-Insufficient spatial accuracy

-Inappropriate class boundaries error

-Propagation through computer arithmetic

-Sliver introduced by overlay processes

-Inaccuracy of output devices

-Instability of output media.

-Insufficient technical knowledge, wrong

use Of results

Data quality control is the most important aspect regarding

the reliability of the database. Therefore, the errors generated

in the above sources must be corrected with respect to their

specific origin.

The digitized data under PC and UNIX ARC/INFO workstation

(pilot project Addis Abeba 1:45,000) was eddited. Editing in

ARC/INFO environment .is implemented using the two possible

editing methods interactive and automatic. Interactive editing is
done by displayirigvand editing all arcs, nodes, and errors on the

screen, whereas automatic editing in ARC/INFO workstation using

the commands Clean and Build. Both these commands performs

automatic correction of errors and building of topology (database

creation is carried out).
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Once the organization, structure, preparation of data is

complete analysis can be done using the following functions
(after Aronoff 1989):

Maintenance and analysis of spatial data

editing of graphic elements

edge matching

conflation

format transformation

geometric transformations
map projection

line coordinate thinning

Maintenance and analysis of attribute data

attribute editing functions

attribute query functions

Integrated analysis of spatial and attribute data

retrieval/classification/measurement
retrieval

classification (definition of data patterns)
generalization (dissolve)

measurement (length, perimeter, area, ...)

overlay

neighborhood operations

search (window: rectangle, circle, polygon)

line-in-polygon, point-in-polygon

topographic functions (slope, aspect)

Thiessen polygons

interpolation

contour generation

connectivity functions

contiguity

proximity (e.g., buffers)

network analysis (e.g., shortest path)

visibility
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4. PRESENTATION

Cartographic principles (layout, generalization and
symbolization) for the digital data is very critical and

important for appropriate visualization. It is generally
impossible to meet the demand, credibility, and functionality or
message of a map without cartographic techniques. That is why

many maps produced without cartographers and cartographic

software lack quality in terms of graphic -design, aesthetics, and
required message.

In presenting the results of the analysis the following

points are of paramount importance for most of the cartographers:

a) Who is going to use the map?

b) What is the purpose of the map ?

c) What is the content, scale , projection, type
and accuracy of the map ?

It is also important to apply cartographic tools and visual
variables to convey the intended message of the output (map). The
visual variables are position, form, orientation, texture, value,
size and colour. The cartographic tools are points, lines, areas,
volumetrical shapes, text and other symbols. Considerations
shouldalsb be given to what should be on the final map - like

thematic information, topographic information, geographical
location, legend, title, location of the study area ( final

output ), year of production, north indication, scale indication
and name of author.

Based on the above principles EMA's cartographic output of
the results are presented after the preparation of map

composition and plot files are completed. The plotting of the
results of digital output is currently done on the available
hardware; designjet plotter. Not only the hard copy but also the

digital data can be available to users in different scales and
themes.
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5.THE CHALLENGES

Introducing a new system can not be implemented overnight.

It needs time to mature. Since our department is in transition

between the old system and the new system of map production some

problems were faced. The important thing is to meet the challenge

of these problems.

Some of the challenging problems were:

a) Design of a standardized symbol to 1:250,000 and 1:50,000

b) Generating or displaying polygons from the converted

SOSMAP files under ARC/INFO environment.

c) Configuration of ARC/INFO software with a digitizer

d) Shortage of man power during digitizing

e) Expansion of mapbase origin created photogrametrically

f) Memory space limitation of the plotter to 1:50,000

Almost all the above problems were solved with the exception

of memory space limitation of the plotter and polygon generation

from the converted SOSMAP files to ARC/INFO files. The progress

of symbol design was fruitful and configuration of the digitizer

to ARC/INFO software was solved partly with the help of the

manuals. Training to the technicians was given to solve manpower

shortage during digitizing. So almost all the problems and

challenges were solved. The problems that are not yet solved are

the memory limitation of the plotter and polygon generation. The

memory problem is being solved by modifying the plotter. To solve

such problems hardwork, further consultancy and fully

configuration of the memory space of the plotter should be taken

into account.
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III. SUMMERY

To assist in our country's economic development, management
of national resources, conservation of the environment and
improvement of the well-being of the society current and reliable
spatial information is indispensable. The cartographic unit in
mapping organizations must be well-equipped to cope up with the 4
fast growing digital technology and to fulfill the needs of the
users.

*

The new digital mapping system must be based on reliable
topographic database. The database can serve as a base of many
national or regional cartographic and GIS analysis. Therefore the
building of topographic database should be started in a modest
way - by making realistic planning, by avoiding patchy work and
by following the principles and steps of database creation as
discussed in this paper.
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